Cancellation in the time of COVID-19
In case you have not seen it Tom Gaitens has a nice cancellation tutorial
here. https://lnkd.in/eXtNNF9
But it has me thinking in this unprecedented time of mass cancellations we may be asked down
the road to report on all programs and repertoire cancelled due to Covid 19. Since almost all
stock reports rely on the first performance to pull repertoire etc it would be worth defining the
cancelled performance event type as Performance Checked (unlike how Tom shows it.)
Other things like clearing service check box and ticket / web export will vary depending on what
you need of that data, for example most of our budgets rely on the ticket online field to define if
a project is revenue generating etc. And if we are ever asked to account for how many orchestra
services were cancelled ... etc...
Before I change anything I check to see if a Covid 19 cancelled event is going to be "postponed"
into a future season largely intact. If so its easier to leave that project as is until new target dates
are at least firm then you can use the old version as the source to create the new project and
preserve most of the work already done in opas for the new dates before getting rid of or
cancelling the old ones.
Part 2: The other thing we want to preserve is the artist performance and fee history since we
contract artists in OPAS. The last Masterworks we did before our first cancellations, the
Conductor cancelled and was replaced by someone already in the country prior to the first
rehearsal. So new conductor replaces cancelled conductor in the conductor field, and cancelled
conductor is added to the final performance only as an additional participant with a note
cancelled because of. If you want the cancelled conductor to appear in all reports attach them to
the first or all concerts. In late cancellations like the above and all the Covid cancellations Artistic
wants the negotiated fee history preserved even if we are invoking a cancellation clause that
gets us out at a reduced or zero fee. We also want to preserve any expenses that we were not
fully able to recoup, travel cancellations etc. . This information is in the contracts area of OPAS

under expenses, our SOP is to put the agreed or negotiated fee in the notes field of the expense
record, then change the expense amount to zero or the actual reduced amount we paid
out. Once the artist fee and expense history is preserved the contract status can be changed to
cancelled.

